We describe the use of a tabu search algorithm for generating near minimum dominating sets in graphs. We demonstrate the e ectiveness of this algorithm by considering a previously studied class of graphs, the so-called \football pool" graphs, and improving many of the known upper bounds for this class.
Introduction
This paper describes a method for nding near-minimum dominating sets in graphs using a tabu search algorithm. Tabu search is the name given to a relatively new class of neighbourhood search algorithms that often appear to outperform other heuristic approximation methods on combinatorial optimisation problems (see Glover and Laguna 6] ).
In Davies 4] , an investigation into a wide variety of methods for nding minimum dominating sets was conducted. There it was concluded that the most promising method is to express the domination problem as a combinatorial optimization problem and use algorithms for integer linear programming, particularly those for the set covering problem (which includes the minimum dominating set problem as a special case). There are many articles describing such algorithms each of which gives experimental results to certain test problems, and the best of these algorithms have consistently solved test problems with hundreds of variables and constraints (see Davies 4] for details).
In this investigation a series of graphs F t;b was used as benchmarks to compare the algorithms. The graph F t;b is de ned as follows: the vertex set is Z t 3 Z b 2 and two vertices are adjacent if they have Hamming distance one. This series of graphs was chosen because they have already been quite extensively studied with regard to domination, particularly the case F t;0 , where the problem of nding a minimum dominating set is often called the football pool problem. The term football pool problem arises because in many countries there is a form of lottery where speculators must select the results of association football (soccer) matches as being either a win for the home team, a win for the away team or a draw. A dominating set for F t;0 corresponds to a set of selections for t matches that guarantees at most one incorrect selection. If b matches are so one-sided that e ectively only two outcomes are considered possible, then a dominating set for F t;b guarantees at most one incorrect selection on t + b matches. H am al ainen and Rankinen 7] collated the results of many (often commercial rather than academic) publications into a listing of the smallest known dominating sets for all the graphs F t;b with t + b 13. Using this list therefore enables us to make more informed comparisons than using randomly generated test data. This table has recently been updated by Osterg ard and H am al ainen 11].
The smallest of the football pool problems for which the size of a minimum dominating set is not known is the 729-vertex graph F 6;0 . Finding a dominating set for F 6;0 can be expressed as an integer linear program with 729 variables and 729 constraints each with 13 variables. The best set covering algorithms described in the literature could reliably solve problems of a similar size and density. However it seems that the dominating set problem is a su ciently special case of set covering that it completely defeats these algorithms, and none of them came remotely close to providing an optimal solution to just this one problem. One possible explanation is that the football pool problems are very highly symmetric, whereas the algorithms described were usually tested on randomly generated test data, with nonuniform cost functions.
As with any integer linear program the main problem is nding good lower bounds for the size of the dominating set. The relaxed linear program has a fractional solution whose cost can be signi cantly lower than that of the optimal integer solution. Davies 4] showed that any branch-and-bound type algorithm to nd a minimum dominating set for F t;0 must take at least 2 min(p;2t?1) steps where p is the di erence between the cost of the fractional solution and the integer solution.
Davies concluded that with current techniques it is extremely di cult to nd exact solutions or even to nd good lower bounds. Therefore in this paper we turn our attention to nding good upper bounds. These are much easier to nd because any dominating set provides an upper bound, and hence we can concentrate on nding speci c near-minimum dominating sets.
As previously mentioned, considerable e ort has been expended in nding dominating sets for the graphs F t;b and in particular F t;0 for 6 t 12. Most of these e orts have involved either combinatorial constructions, heuristic search or a combination of the two (see Wille 14] , van Laarhoven et. al. 10]).
Our intention in this paper is to show that a very straightforward implementation of tabu search is su cient to generate good solutions to these problems that have already been extensively studied. We believe that this demonstrates that tabu search outperforms other heuristic algorithms previously used to generate upper bounds for dominating sets for these graphs. Our hope is that this initial progress will stimulate further research into possibly more complicated tabu-search based implementations.
In addition we generalise a construction of Blokhuis and Lam 2] and using it in conjunction with our tabu search algorithm we improve many of the bounds given by H am al ainen and Rankinen 7] . A di erent, but also straightforward, implementation of tabu search by Osterg ard 12], performed independently of this work, has also improved some of these bounds, and further improvements continue to be made. Given any group G together with a generating subset H that satis es H = H ?1 we de ne the Cayley graph of G with respect to H to be the graph X(G; H) whose vertices are the elements of G, and where g is adjacent to gh for all g 2 G, h 2 H. If we regard V = Z t 3 Z b 2 as an additively written group G and put H = f e 1 ; e 2 ; : : :; e t ; e t+1 ; : : :; e t+b g where e i is the i'th standard basis vector, then we see that F t;b is actually just a Cayley graph of G with respect to H. This observation will play a role later. For more on Cayley graphs, see Biggs 1] .
Tabu search and results
Tabu search is a general purpose approximation algorithm for combinatorial optimisation based on neighbourhood search. Consider a very general problem of the following form.
Minimise c(x) subject to x 2 X, with X a set of possible con gurations.
Neighbourhood search algorithms initially impose a neighbourhood structure on the set of con gurations X. Starting at a (possibly randomly) chosen element x 0 2 X the algorithm proceeds by repeatedly moving from a con guration to one of its neighbours, with the ultimate aim of nding a con guration of low cost. The choice of a good neighbourhood structure and a good schedule for organising the moves is highly problem dependent. Hillclimbing and simulated annealing are two popular neighbourhood search techniques that have had some success in combinatorial problems. Tabu search is a fairly recent technique that proceeds as follows: Algorithm 3.1 Start at any x 0 2 X. At step i choose x i as a neighbour of x i?1 that minimises c(x i ) subject to the constraint that the move from x i?1 to x i does not`undo' any of the t most recent moves. Finish after a number of iterations, returning the x i which gave the least c(x i ).
Here t is a parameter called the tabu tenure and it is the use of this parameter that gives tabu search its power. We can view this parameter as the length of a list containing the t most recently performed moves. Reversing any of these t moves is then forbidden or tabu. Therefore the operation of the algorithm is constrained by being forced to avoid these particular moves. Without this restriction, the search is simply a greedy algorithm, always taking the move that is locally optimal. On reaching a local minimum the greedy algorithm usually takes a single step upwards, and then immediately returns to the same local minimum resulting in an in nite cycle of length two. The tabu list prevents an immediate return to that local minimum, and with luck the search is forced out of the region of attraction of that local minimum.
The form of tabu search described here is a \short term" form that makes use of recencybased memory. More general forms of tabu search include longer term considerations that incorporate additional memory structures, such as those based on frequency which underly intensi cation and diversi cation strategies (according to the sets over which frequency is de ned). Although tabu search implementations normally rely on longer term elements to be fully e ective, our study has successfully made use of just the short term aspects. Full details of these additional concepts may be found in 6].
The rationale behind tabu search in its short term form (to which we henceforth restrict our attention) is to spend as much time as possible investigating low cost con gurations, while providing a mechanism to escape from local minima. By contrast, simulated annealing also enables an escape from local minima, but spends a good deal of the early portion of its search performing a near-random walk among con gurations of relatively high cost.
To use this algorithm some neighbourhood structure on X needs to be de ned, as does which pairs of moves`undo' each other. How this is done depends on the problem being solved, and usually follows quite naturally from the structure of the set X.
Tabu search seems particularly well suited to graph domination because there is a very natural cost function and neighbourhood structure. To nd a minimum dominating set for a graph G = (V; E) we take X to be the set of all subsets of V . The cost of a subset V 0 is de ned to be c(V 0 ) = jV 0 j + V n domV 0 Note that X includes sets which are not dominating, but that any set V 0 2 X determines a dominating set of size c(V 0 ) because V 0 (V n domV 0 ) is trivially a dominating set. The reason for allowing X to contain non-dominating sets is that this allows paths between small dominating sets which might otherwise need to go via a much larger dominating set. This technique is recommended by Glover and Laguna 6] for tabu search applications. It was also used in the application of simulated annealing to the football pool problem in van Laarhoven 9] as was the neighbourhood structure we used.
Two subsets V 1 ; V 2 V are de ned as neighbours in X if one is obtained from the other by the addition of one vertex. Thus a move in the tabu search algorithm involves either the deletion or the addition of one vertex. Two moves are de ned to`undo' each other if one is addition and the other deletion of the same vertex.
Implementation of the algorithm is straightforward, once the above details have been decided. However it is important to be able to quickly decide which is the best possible move. For this purpose it is crucial to maintain a list storing for each vertex the cost associated with moving that vertex (ether into or out of V 0 ), and only updating the few values which might change after each move is made. Another important feature is to make a random choice whenever there are several equally good optimal moves. This tends to diversify the search, and helps to prevent cycling. A variety of history lengths were chosen, and it was determined that the shortest possible length that avoided cycling gave the best results. We used lengths of between 5 and 8 for most of the runs. A very simple aspiration criterion was also used | if an otherwise tabu move gave an improvement on the best solution found to date, then it was performed anyway.
Our initial tests were on the graphs F 6;0 and F 7;0 for which dominating sets of size 73 and 186 (respectively) were the best known. The algorithm consistently found a dominating set of size 73 for F 6;0 within a few hundred thousand iterations, compared to the results of simulated annealing reported by van Laarhoven et. al. 10] where a large number of runs, each of one million iterations was required to nd a dominating set of the same size (however, we must remember that the cost of a single iteration of simulated annealing is considerably less than that of a single iteration of tabu search). A dominating set of size 186 for F 7;0 was also found directly by this algorithm, with a run of several million iterations. For the graphs F m;n the tabu search directly found a dominating set of size 128 for F 4;4 improving the bound from 132. The algorithm either matched or improved the given bounds for all of the smaller (under 1000 vertices) graphs in the tables of H am al ainen and Rankinen 7] , but the other improvements were also found by Osterg ard and H am al ainen 11].
We conclude that tabu search in the short term form we have applied is an excellent algorithm for graph domination problems on moderately sized graphs. However as the graph size increases, the cost per iteration increases quite rapidly if all potential moves are evalu-ated at each iteration. Even with careful coding ensuring that only the moves whose values change are re-evaluated this problem still renders tabu search less and less attractive as the graph size increases. One possible approach to overcome this problem is to incorporate a candidate list strategy (see 6]) to restrict the moves examined to a subset of those possible. In his implementation of tabu search, Osterg ard 12] successfully restricts attention to moves that involve an uncovered vertex.
Combinatorial construction
The smallest known dominating set of F 8;0 has size 486 and was found using simulated annealing in conjunction with a combinatorial construction van Laarhoven et al, 1988] . This construction was formulated by Blokhuis and Lam, 1984] and can be applied to any F n;0 .
We generalise their proof to F m;n , and then use this in conjunction with tabu search to obtain a powerful algorithm.
Our generalised construction is as follows:
De nition 4.1 Let A = a 1 ja 2 j : : :ja m ] be a q m matrix of rank q with entries from Z 3 (considered as a eld). Similarly, let B = b 1 jb 2 j : : :jb n ] be an r n matrix of rank r with entries from Z 2 (considered as a eld). Then S Z q 3 Z r 2 is said to cover Z q 3 Z r 2 using is simply a dominating set in the Cayley graph X = X(G; H). The graph X has the same number of vertices as F q;r but is denser. By standard results on automorphisms of Cayley graphs we may assume without loss of generality that a i = e i for 1 i q and that b i = e i for 1 i r, so A and B both consist of full rank leading identity submatrices together with some additional columns. Then X is actually equal to F q;r with some extra edges determined by these additional columns.
The power of this construction arises from the fact that it enables us to search for dominating sets in smaller and denser graphs, where tabu search works well. Any dominating set found in X can immediately be \blown up" to a dominating set for F m;n . Of course this procedure cannot nd all dominating sets of F m;n because they may not all be of this form, so in particular we may miss the minimum dominating set.
To use this construction to nd a dominating set of F m;n we need to choose q m and r n and then the matrices A and B. Then the graph X is constructed, and dominating sets in X are found using the tabu search algorithm. In general there are several di erent choices for the matrices A and B and hence several possibilities for the graph X. There is no a priori reason to favour one of the choices over the others, and it seems di cult to justify any particular selection strategy that involves examining only a subset of the possibilities (although such a strategy would be extremely useful).
In order to construct all the possibilities for the matrix A with as few repetitions as possible, we recall the following result on automorphisms of Cayley graphs. If there is an automorphism of the group G such that H 1 = H 2 then the Cayley graphs X(G; H 1 ) and X(G; H 2 ) are isomorphic. Now the automorphism group of V = (GF(3) q ; +) contains the general linear group GL(q; 3). Therefore we must nd orbits of this group on inverse-closed subsets of vectors H. As H is inverse-closed, we can identify the two vectors a i with the 1-dimensional subspace ha i i. The group GL(q; 3) acting on the 1-dimensional subspaces of V is the projective group PGL(q; 3). Using the group theory package CAYLEY, we constructed this projective group and found its orbits on the m-sets of projective points (where we can assume that such a set contains the points represented by the standard basis vectors). For each such m-set, the matrix A is obtained by taking the m corresponding vectors as the columns of A. A similar process using the projective group PGL(r; 2) yields all the possibilities for B.
Improved upper bounds
In this section we give the results of our computations. The following tables contains the sizes of the smallest dominating sets for all the graphs F m;n where m + n 13.
For reasons of space we separate out the results for the hypercubes F 0;b into Table 1 and the results for the \pure" football pool graphs into Table 3 contains the results for the remaining \mixed" graphs. Each entry consists either of 1 or 2 numbers | the top number is the value of the dominating set given in the tables of H am al ainen and Rankinen 7] , and the lower values are the currently best known bounds.
Each improved value is preceded by a superscript in the range f1; 2; 3g, which has the following meaning:
(1) Bound due to this paper. We note that completely new bounds have therefore been found for K(4; 4), K(4; 5), K(6; 5), K(7; 6), K(8; 5) and K(9; 3).
Conclusions and Future Work
The results given in the previous section indicate clearly the rapid progress in improving the upper bounds for this class of graphs. 7 The actual codes
In this section we give explicitly the six codes for which our bounds are better than any previously known. In order to maintain consistency we use the compressed notation of Osterg ard and H am al ainen 11]. Consider all the vectors in Z m 3 Z n 2 to be listed in lexicographic order. To specify the codewords we merely give the \skip-vectors" which are the number of words between consecutive codewords. Codes that arise from the matrix construction are speci ed by giving the appropriate codewords in Z q 3 Z r 2 in compressed notation together with the additional column vectors forming the matrices A and B.
Explicit listings of these codes and any further improvements can be obtained via anonymous ftp from ftp.cs.uwa.edu.au in the directory pub/graphs/pools. 
